
Accure Appoints UK Based Barry Shakespeare
as Chairman

A big data analytics company

ANNANDALE, VA, USA, May 23, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Accure, Inc., a big
data analytics company, announces
today the appointment of Barry
Shakespeare as Chairman of the Board.
Barry has over 30 years’ experience
within the telecommunications,
computing, software, services and
security industries with extensive
experience of both technology and software product solutions. He has held board level positions with
both high technology equipment vendors and channel organisations, and has a proven track record in
driving change and profitable growth in large multi-national corporate environments. In addition, he
has built successful start-up companies with both trade sale and IPO exits.

With Barry's extensive
experience in the UK and
EMEA, we are well positioned
to explore new business
opportunities in these
regions. This will certainly
help accelerate our growth.

Shamshad Ansari, President
and CEO

Barry served Nortel Networks as President of Enterprise
Sales, EMEA region. During his time at Nortel he was
responsible for Cable & Wireless as Global Carrier Account
and latterly he led the EMEA Enterprise business unit for
Enterprise sales.  Barry also held the role of Strategic Advisor
for Wipro focused on the Vodafone global account within the
Carrier and Service Provider global business unit.
“It is a privilege and an honor to work with Barry and learn
from his vast experience of software business. With his
extensive experience in the UK and EMEA, we are well
positioned to explore new business opportunities in these
regions. This will certainly help accelerate our growth.”, said
Shamshad Ansari, President and CEO of Accure.

About Accure:
Accure helps data driven companies to connect to all data sources, aggregate, join and transform
their data, build big data analytics based on machine learning, NLP, and statistical science so that our
customers get actionable insights in a fraction of time and cost.

We are a strong technology team having extensive experience in building compute intensive data
solutions, big data science, and algorithm development.

We have worked with small to large global corporations, including startups and fortune 500
companies, and demonstrated our customer focused approach to turning data into meaningful
intelligence.
Our strength is our partners located worldwide to serve local customers at a global scale.
Please visit us at http://www.accureanalytics.com to learn more about our big data offerings.
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